
Factsheet 1

dormakaba BTS 75 V 
floor sping

The BTS 75 V floor spring can now be 

quickly aligned without any additional 

tools thanks to an integrated bubble spirit 

level, making mounting faster and simpler.

Enhancement focused on customer 

benefit

It is a well-known fact that it is often 

smaller things which make a big difference. 

This is also the case for the BTS 75 V floor 

spring, which dormakaba has enhanced 

with a bubble spirit level. As the position of 

the floor spring when it is countersunk into 

the floor is now easy to see, an additional 

spirit level to precisely align it is no longer 

needed. This makes it quicker and easier to 

mount the BTS 75 V. 

How installers benefit from the 

integrated bubble spirit level:

• Fast, precise alignment

• Simple to mount without 

additional spirit level

• Easy installation saves time and, 

consequently, money
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Floor spring made of 
high-grade cast metal 

High-grade, stainless-steel
cover 

All parameters easily adjusted

BTS 75 V - faster aligned fit
A little product enhancement which brings great benefit.

Any questions? We would be happy to advise you. 
Contact us on: +41 44 818 90 11

dormakaba International Holding AG  |  Hofwisenstrasse 24  |  CH-8153 Rümlang  |  info@dormakaba.com  |  dormakaba.com

Data and features

Closing force size EN 1–4

Closing force  infinitely adjustable

Fire and smoke control doors certified

Same design for LH, RH and 
double action doors

Closing speed (via valves) continuously adjustable 
(175°–15°/15°–0°)

Back check mechanical

Hold open constant at 90°/105°

Floor spring certified to EN 1154

Small modification,  
great convenience

With the integrated bubble spirit 

level, we have upgraded the 

BTS 75 V significantly once more 

and added a practical feature to 

ensure quality during installation. 

Customer surveys have revealed 

that installation time can be 

reduced by up to 10 minutes as 

a result. We are very proud of 

such an outcome since we have 

the needs of our customers in 

mind at all times. Every minute 

saved is cash in their pocket.
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Reliable, high-quality product for universal use: The BTS 75 V holds LH, RH and double action doors weighing up to 120 kilograms.

Thanks to its interchangeble spindle, its application use can be modified even after mounting. Its closing force can be continuously 

adjusted as can the speed of the fully controlled, hydraulic closing cycle.


